For years, the battle was waged using pharmacological manipulations in the visual system of cats and primates. Recently, however, genetic manipulations in the mouse have emerged as a powerful new tool for dissecting the molecular underpinnings of critical periods. Two recent reports, using very different genetic manipulations, highlight the development of inhibitory circuitry as a potent modulator of the critical period, although in the best tradition of this contentious area, they reach rather different conclusions. In one case transgenic overexpression of a neurotrophin has made it possible, for the first time, to prematurely close the critical period (Huang et al., 1999); in another other case, critical period plasticity was disrupted in a knockout mouse and subsequently restored with a specific pharmacological agent 
nating this brief period of remarkable plasticity. For years, the battle was waged using pharmacological manipulations in the visual system of cats and primates. Recently, however, genetic manipulations in the mouse have emerged as a powerful new tool for dissecting the molecular underpinnings of critical periods. Two recent reports, using very different genetic manipulations, highlight the development of inhibitory circuitry as a potent modulator of the critical period, although in the best tradition of this contentious area, they reach rather different conclusions. In one case transgenic overexpression of a neurotrophin has made it possible, for the first time, to prematurely close the critical period (Huang et al., 1999); in another other case, critical period plasticity was disrupted in a knockout mouse and subsequently restored with a specific pharmacological agent . By a variety of anatomical preference when one eye was closed during the critical and electrophysiological criteria, overexpression of period. Despite the absence of a deprivation-induced BDNF in excitatory neurons accelerated the developshift during the critical period, these animals had apparment of inhibitory neurons and inhibitory synaptic conently normal LTP and LTD, demonstrating that the manections throughout the visual cortex, such that animals chinery for detecting Hebbian-like correlations was as young as PND 21 already showed adult-like inhibitory functional. The critical observation, however, is that a circuits. The fascinating correlate to this premature deloss of cortical plasticity was not accompanied by a velopment is that monocular deprivation at PND 28-the concomitant loss of LTP and/or LTD, implying that these height of the critical period in wild-type mice-had altwo phenomena are, to some extent at least, separable. most no effect in the BDNF transgenics. In these aniRemarkably, locally infusing diazepam-a use-depenmals, the critical period seemed to close almost a week dent GABA agonist-restored the ability of neurons to earlier than normal. Unlike most prior pharmacological undergo an ocular dominance shift in response to eye or genetic manipulations, BDNF overexpression did not closure. The fact that a knockout mouse has a deficit simply prevent plastic changes-monocular deprivation in plasticity does not, in itself, provide any great insight earlier in the critical period still could elicit robust shifts into mechanisms-mucking with enzymes could have in ocularity. At one level, these results contrast strongly all sorts of uninterpretable sequelae. But the ability to with those of Hensch et al. (1998a), who found that an restore plasticity with a specific pharmacological agent apparent decrease in cortical inhibition led to loss of strongly suggests that the deficit in plasticity is a proxiplasticity, with no effect on LTP or LTD. Huang et al. mal effect of the gene deletion itself, rather than an (1999), on the other hand, find that an apparent increase indirect side effect. This observation is also not easily in inhibition leads to a loss of plasticity, and that this reconciled with a central role of LTP in ocular shifts, effect on ocular dominance plasticity correlates well as increased inhibitory tone should have reduced, not with effects on LTP. What are we to make of this disaugmented, the ability of stimuli to elicit this form of crepancy? First, there are obvious limitations both to the mouse synaptic plasticity. model and the methodology of probing ocular domicircuits involved in this phenomenon. More optimistinance shifts that are common to both investigations. In cally, the fact that direct manipulation of inhibition can cats, ferrets, and monkeys, a well-defined, unambigious remove, delay, or restore the ability of the circuit to be anatomical change in the pattern of thalamic afferents modified provides a fresh avenue for thinking about the in layer 4 accompanies the physiological shifts in eye critical period; and the ability to use genetic approaches preference: thalamic terminals representing the open to accomplish these manipulations in identified cell eye expand, while those representing the closed eye types, and at specific times, offers the promise of rigorshrink ( Figure 1B) . However, as the critical period wanes, ously dissecting the contributions of specific cells and and stretching much later into juvenile life, substantial circuits. eye preference shifts outside of layer 4 can occur even in
